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as we prepare for our olympic debut, we are excited to expand our content
offerings to include a variety of new verticals and vertical-specific content. we

are actively developing digital, print, and video properties as we gear up for this
exciting opportunity. they will include breaking news, articles, podcasts, video,
and more, said dan kirkpatrick, ceo of breaking media. i am excited to see how

the additional content we are developing at breaking and in our other brands will
help our clients reach new audiences and offer new solutions to their businesses.

having both community and business needs at the top of the business
development, editorial and production teams at the company will ensure we

deliver on all fronts. we would like to thank walter white, gus fring, badger, and
the rest of the breaking bad family for helping us find our audience, said mr.
smith. we look forward to delivering breaking bad's award-winning quality of

journalism to our expanding client base and audience. at breaking medias client
the department of the navy, we are able to offer solutions that were previously
unattainable because of the pentagon’s restrictive media policies and lack of

media services. we help clients to navigate the vast and confusing array of print
and broadcast media options, digital networks, and social media outlets available

to them. our relationships with military contractors, dod and relevant
government agencies help us to identify, acquire and utilize content and media

opportunities that are otherwise unavailable. we are the driving force behind the
lucrative we the people program, which offers free and discounted online courses
for members of the armed services. this program offers an opportunity to share

the pentagon’s mission and core values with those outside of the defense
department community. our international presence and deep expertise in the
middle east is a big advantage for breaking defense clients in that market. we

have access to a cadre of media experts that add significant value to our client’s
media strategy. we are always looking for more opportunities to partner with our

clients in this space.
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breaking defense, launched in 2009, focuses on the
us air force, but has established a broad us defense

beat and military policy expertise. from its beginning,
the publication has been a proud leader in breaking

news stories, including the us military's use of reaper
drones, the us missile defense program, and the iran

nuclear issue. its award-winning coverage is a key
element of its success. it is part of the hearst

publishing inc. portfolio of magazines and websites.
breaking defense's coverage is unparalleled in the
military defense media, said aaron cohen, former

editor of the washington bureau of reuters. in the last
five years, breaking defense has grown by leaps and

bounds, driven by the remarkable talent and
leadership of david smith and aaron cohen. they are

two of the most formidable editorial talent in the
business, and i am thrilled to be a part of this

growing enterprise. we are very excited to have
valerie, lee and andrew join our team, said david
smith. the three of them bring enormous talent,

expertise and knowledge to our team. we are excited
to have them all at breaking defense, said aaron

cohen. they are the best in their fields and we look
forward to watching them build their careers at
breaking defense. we are thrilled to have greg

atherton join the team as our chief digital officer,
strategy and analytics, said annalee rogers,

president of breaking media. his breadth and depth
of experience with data, analytical and marketing
teams will be a valuable asset to the company. his
passion for analytics and enthusiasm for data and
insights will help us deliver the most relevant and
engaging experiences to our clients. 5ec8ef588b
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